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Abstract

Live virtual machine migration is the process of moving virtual machine from one physical host to other without disturbing the users. It is used in the case of proactive failure, load balancing, resource scheduling, and server consolidation. Effective migration of virtual machine required the movement of storage, memory, process states and network connectivity. During the process of migration, services are running in the virtual machines, hence it requires minimum total migration time, down time in order to avoid service degradation. In this paper we describe about various migration control techniques for effective live virtual machine migration to reduce both downtime and total migration time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an emerging new paradigm for hosting services over the internet. Cloud computing offers infrastructure as a service, platform as a service and storage as a services to the cloud users. Cloud users are charged based on their service usage. The cloud computing services are available at anywhere, anytime, only we have to need internet connectivity. To improve the utilization of cloud resources we use virtual machines. Virtual machine is a software implementation of a computing environment in which operating system or program can be installed and run [1]. The virtual machine provides an isolated environment to an application, execution of an application running on one virtual machine is separated from the others.

The figure [1] is an indication of virtual machine diagram in which n number of virtual machines is working on the one physical host. Virtual machine monitor is a software implementation of a program it translates the request from the virtual machine in to physical host and allocates the CPU, memory, and hardware.

Fig 1: Virtualised machine diagram

The characteristics of virtual machine include 1) isolation 2) ease of testing 3) mobility. Isolation allow users to work with the applications independently even though they share a single computer’s physical resources. Mobility means we can move virtual machine from one physical host to other in the case of failure, managing of energy power consumption etc. Ease of testing it provides the snapshot and rollback facility to users. Using this facility they can easily customise their application.

Live virtual machine migration

Live virtual machine migration is the process of moving virtual machine from one physical host to other host without disturbing others [2]. Live virtual machine migration is used in the following area of cloud computing 1) power management 2) server consolidation 3) proactive maintenance. Server consolidation is the process of aggregating number of VM in to a single physical server. The server consolidation is helpful in power consumption and energy of the data centers. Proactive maintenance deals live virtual machine can replace the failure virtual machine by moving in to new physical machine. Disaster recovery is other important feature of live migration. It also used for load balancing, in which work is shared among computers in order to
optimize the utilization of available CPU resources [3]. It is also used in the case of resource management.

Fig 2: Live VM migration

The above diagram shows the live virtual machine migration. Initially three VM working on node 1 and one VM working on node 2. Migrations allow the movement of VM from node 1 to node 2. Live virtual machine migration having mainly two performance metrics.

1) Total migration time: It is defined as the total time taken to migrate a virtual machine from its host machine to the target machine.
2) Down time: Down time is defined as the duration of time at which services are not available to the users.

The key challenges in the live virtual machine migrations are minimal service downtime and total migration time [4]. Migration techniques are trying to reduce both migration time and down time.

2. MIGRATION TECHNIQUES

All migration techniques are trying to reduce total migration time and down time. In the following section explained various migration techniques, which are used for reducing total migration time and down time. The broader type of VM Migration techniques are 1) Pre-copy 2) Post-copy. In pre-copy migration first transfer the memory contents to the target machine. After completing the memory transfer processor states are transferred to destination. In post copy memory data are transferred after the processor states transfer.

In pre-copy approach bulk memory state is migrated to a target node even as the VM continues to execute at a source node [5], mean time they record the changes in memory data known as dirtied pages if a transmitted page is dirtied, it is re-sent to the target in the next round. This copying of dirtied pages continues until either a small number of pages or certain number of prefixed rounds is reached, whichever comes first. This indicates the end of the memory transfer phase and the beginning of service downtime. The virtual machine is then suspended at the source machine and its processor state plus any remaining dirty pages are sent to a target node. Finally, the virtual machine is restart and the copy at source is destroyed.

The migration performance can be calculated by using total migration time and total down time. The factors affecting the total migration are link bandwidth, migration overhead and page dirtied rate [10]. In pre copy approaches the source and target host are working on the same storage area network hence no need to transfer the storage. The network connectivity is changed by using ARP reply telling that IP address of the machine is moved in to new location and traffic flows are redirected to new location. The diagram [3] shows the steps in the pre-copy approach.

Fig 3: Steps for precopy approach

Advantages of this approach are simple and it having very small reduced downtime .It also provides the fault management. One main disadvantage is it has more total migration time. It provide very difficult with quick migration over head.

2.2 POSTCOPY
Post copy migration includes the transfer of memory content after the process state is transferred to destination [8]. Concurrently memory pages that are faulted in to the memory not in the target machine and not yet pushed are demand-paged over the network from source machine. Post copy approach, memory pages are transferred at most once. For handling memory pages during migration it using dynamic self ballooning mechanism. For obtaining the memory pages from host it having four variants 1) demand-paging 2) active push 3) pre-paging 4) dynamic self ballooning (DSB). In pre-copy repeatedly dirtied pages could be resent multiple times where Demand paging ensures that each page is sent over the network only once. Similarly, active push phase are removed the residual dependencies from the source host as quickly as possible, compared to the non-deterministic copying iterations in pre-copy.

Advantage is that this one easy to implement and the pages transferred are once to avoid the duplication and using dynamic self ballooning to handle the free pages. One main disadvantages of this approach is downtime is more, which means that the service is not available for the users. If any kind of crashing occurs during the live VM migration it cannot be re-constructed.

3. MIGRATION CONTROL TECHNIQUE

The above approach is trying to reduce the total migration time and downtime but the effect is that total number of pages transfer is more. In order to reduce the total number of pages transfer during the migration, here explained four different techniques 1) Adaptive memory compression,2) LRU and Splay tree algorithm,3) live virtual machine migration using CPU scheduling,4) check point recovery trace and replay.

3.1 ADAPTIVE MEMORY COMPRESSION

In pre copy approach it is difficult to provide fast migration in the case of low network overhead .its due to large number of pages are iteratively transfer from one host to target[6]. In order to avoid this condition we go for adaptive memory compression. This approach is used to optimize live VM migration based on the pre-copy approach. Here we are using the compression to provide the fast migration. In compression technique we are using the zero-aware characteristics-based compression algorithm for live VM migration.

Before transmission of data it is compressed and transfer to the target host. In target host compressed data is again decompressed. For doing the compression one step is necessary that is memory data characteristic analysis. In memory data analysis we first keep a dictionary of 16 words which is recently used. After that it finding the word similarity of those pages. Using word similarity they find they decide the compression algorithm. The memory pages are classified with pages having zero bytes, pages having strong regularity and pages having weak regularity. The compression algorithm is helpful for fast moving of memory pages. This process is continued until all memory data transferred to destination.

The advantages of this approach is it have reduced number of pages transfer and total number of rounds , but one dis-advantages is that it have more total migration time, additional one mechanism is needed in the pre processing face .Here we use multithreaded technique to use parallel task.

3.2 LRU AND SPLAY TREE ALGORITHM

The above described approach number of pages transferred is more in order to avoid the number of pages and iterative rounds we go for LRU and Splay tree algorithm[7]. In LRU and Splay tree algorithm it consists of stacks and counters, top of stack contain the last recently used pages. Based on the algorithm they are finding the working set.

![Fig:4 Working set prediction](image-url)
on the number of modified pages if the page modified more than the migration time is less.

3.3 CHECK POINT RECOVERY/TRACE AND REPLAY

The all approach described above are neither or nor having both total migration time and down time [9]. Here it is described an approach which having both reduced time and total migration time which utilising the effectiveness of small size of logs.

Check point is the process of store the state of a system .Replay is used for re-execution of the past system. It will helpful for the debugging, proactive failure. CR/TR motion is having both reduced down time and total migration time.

Fig: 5 process diagram in check point recovery trace and replay

The trace daemon is continuously monitor the discrete event happens in the system and generate the logs. In the first step of migration they transfer the checkpoint to the target host machine. After that they logs to the destination location. In source it iteratively generates the logs it transfers in to target. The process is continues up to the completely transfer the logs, at that time process is suspend at the source and resume at the target.

3.4 LIVE MIGRATION USING CPU SCHEDULING

In this approach it is trying to reduce the number of pages transfer to the target host by cutting down the CPU performance. They are trying to decrease the speed of CPU hence number of dirtied pages is very less. In the first step they assign the VM whole memory number of round set as zero. Then calculates the count transferring time , scheduled the CPU time to execute memory.

One advantage is that it has reduced number of pages transfer .disadvantage is service degradation of performance.

4. COMPARISON

In the pre-copy approach it have reduced total down time. After completing the transfer of all pages, then only they suspend the process at the source machine and resume at the target machine. But they are iteratively transferring the modified memory pages hence it have more total migration time. When pre copy is compared with all other live migration using compression, LRU and splay tree, it is reduced the number of pages transfer, but it have more total migration time compared with pre copy. In the post copy approach it first transfers the memory pages first, for that they suspend the process at source and resume on the target machine. All the process have take place during the resume phase hence down time is more. Post copy has the less total migration time. Hence we can say that no approach having the reduced total migration time, total down time, and reduced number of pages transferred. Check point recovery trace and replay having both reduced total migration time and down time. But one of the disadvantage is that the migration having reduced total migration and down time only when the log generation rate is less than the log replay rate.

A comparison is provided based on the analysis of different migration techniques. Comparison table is explained based on the experiment conducted on the application SPECWEB 2005. It is a web server benchmark involving at least 2 or more physical hosts, In which tests are take place in guest VM, in which six different clients are working on the VM.
## Table 1: comparison between different approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Pre copy</th>
<th>Post copy</th>
<th>Adaptive memory compression</th>
<th>LRU and splay tree</th>
<th>Check point recovery trace and replay</th>
<th>Migration using CPU scheduling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pages transferred</td>
<td>180000-200000 bytes</td>
<td>120000-140000 bytes</td>
<td>600 MB</td>
<td>500-600 MB</td>
<td>Logs are transferred.</td>
<td>100000 – 140000 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total downtime</td>
<td>600 ms</td>
<td>800 ms</td>
<td>600 ms</td>
<td>580 ms</td>
<td>620 ms</td>
<td>288 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total migration time</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>100 sec</td>
<td>18 sec</td>
<td>8 sec</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CONCLUSION

Live virtual machine migration is movement of virtual machine from physical host to other. Live virtual machine migration is helpful in server consolidation, power management, resource scheduling. There are several migration techniques are used for migrate from one host to other pre copy, post copy, adaptive compression, LRU and splay tree, check point recovery trace and replay method. The pre copy approach is one of the best approach it having both reduced total migration time and down time. Post copy having reduced total migration time but compared to others down time is more, due to this, implementing virtual machine migration with post copy is a tedious task. Adaptive compression approaches down time is same as that of pre copy but one fact is that huge increase in the total migration time. Check point recovery trace and replay having both reduced total migration time and down time but it applicable only with the log transfer rate is less than log replay rate. Live virtual machine migration using CPU scheduling it reducing the speed of CPU total number of pages are transferred is less but more down time. From the above we can conclude that no approach having reduced total migration time and down time.
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